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As a new design firm entering the 
industry, we decided to take on a project 

important to us to launch us forward. 
This book provides as an example for 

future clients, with an explanation of our 
company, design process and style, 

and a display of what clients can 
expect as we work through 

projects together.

About This Book
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“The core of a mans’ spirit comes 
from new experiences.”

Jon Krakauer, Into the Wild
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Introduction | Mission Statement

ARIS is an innovation 
centered design firm 
which creates products, 
systems, and services 
to promote a globally 
conscious society.

Our Mission

Assignment Explore Mission StatementIntroduction
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Born in Düsseldorf, Germany. 
From an early age he collected 
international experiences living and 
studying in a variety of countries in 
Europe. After starting his undergrad 
studies in London, he transferred to 
New York to resume his education 
at the Parsons School of Design. 
Since living in New York he has 
been part of ARIS Design and 
used his analytical and creative 
problem-solving skills to promote 
a more globally conscious society.

Introduction | Meet the Team

Born in Cleveland, Ohio, Rachel 
moved to New York City when she 
was  18  to pursue her passion 
for strategic design and social 
innovation. Rachel spent one year 
backpacking through  Europe  to 
study different cultural climates 
and gain a broader perspective on 
global relations. She then returned  to 
New York to advance her education 
at Parsons School of Design, 
joining Aris Design shortly after.

RACHEL MIRAALEX HOBERG

Meet the Team

IntroductionMeet The TeamAssignment: Explore



Born in Cachoeiro de Itepimirim, 
Brazil, Isabella moved to Florida 
when she was young and grew up 
there. She moved to NYC to Parsons 
School of Design to continue her 
education. She has since worked 
with several design firms* and 
now works to continue to establish 
ARIS design as a top design firm. 
Her diverse background and 
understanding allows her to create 
meaningful design for all people.

Born in Busan, South Korea, Siah 
moved to New York City  at 24 
years old to attend Parsons School 
of Design. She has since built 
and operated her own business 
and continues to work towards 
successful and sustainable 
business growth with Aris Design. 
Her previous and diverse experience 
around the globe initiates new 
questions for a better world.

SIAH SEONG ISABELLA FEIERTAG
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We tried to chose the color palette that includes different shades of colors; however, 
we couldn’t find a suitable color for our team’s identity. We came up with our own color 
palette composing soft shades of primary colors: Red, Yellow and Blue. We also included 
one stable color, dark grey, instead of cold black color for the friendlier mood. 

Introduction | Brand Exploration
Color Palette + Logo

1st Attempt 2nd Attempt Final Choice

#3f3f3f

#d49728

#7aa9b2

#a61e23

Assignment Explore IntroductionBrand Exploration
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The Name
Upon coming together to create our 
firm, we put a great deal fo thought 
into what we would call ourselves. We 
wanted something simple and easy to 
remember, but also represented us. We 
decided to take the first letter of each 
of the founding members names and 
use them to create a new word, Aris.

The Design
One we had our name, we were tasked 
with designing our logo. We started 
simple, with designs that emphasized 
our name. We then played with 
incorporating our colour palette, which 
is representitive of each step of our 
design process. We also pur thought 
into the psychology of design; knowing 
that people better relate to imperfect 
images, we decided to make our 
lettering off-center.

The Final Logo

d e s i g n

ARIS
d e s i g n

aris
design

ARIS
d e s i g n
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Introduction | Design Process

Competitors’ Design Process

IntroductionDesign ProcessAssignment Explore
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Thinking like a designer can transform the way organizations develop 
products, services, processes, and strategy. This approach, which IDEO 
calls design thinking, brings together what is desirable from a 
human point of view with what is technologically feasible and 
economically viable. It also allows people who aren’t trained as 
designers to use creative tools to address a vast range of challenges.

1. IDEO

Assignment Explore IntroductionDesign Process



Phase 1: Observation - The first phase is all about observing the end-user, 
learning, and being open to creative possibilities. Your goal is to understand the 
people you’re designing for. Identify patterns of behavior, pain points, and places 
where users have a difficult time doing something—these all lend to tremendous 
opportunity. If you can, put yourself in their situation so you can see what their 
experience is, and feel what they feel.

Phase 2: Ideation - In this phase you start brainstorming ideas with your team 
based on what you learned from your observations and experiences in Phase 1. 
Your goal is to come up with as many ideas as you can. As you’re coming up with 
ideas, stay focused on the needs and desires of the people you’re designing for. If 
you do this, your group’s ideas will eventually evolve into the right solution.

Phase 3: Rapid Prototyping - In this phase you’re going to quickly build a simple 
prototype of your idea. This makes it tangible and gives you something to test with 
the end-user. Don’t try to build a fancy high-fidelity prototype right now. IDEO is 
notorious for creating simple prototypes made out of cardboard. Ask yourself this: 
What can I spend the minimum amount of time building that will allow me to get 
user feedback as quickly as possible? The purpose of this phase isn’t to create the 
perfect solution, it’s to make sure your solution is on target.

Phase 4: User Feedback - Get your simple prototype into the hands of the people 
you’re designing for. This is the most critical phase of the human-centered design 
process. Without input from your end-user you won’t know if your solution is on 
target or not, and you won’t know how to evolve your design.

Phase 5: Iteration - Once you get feedback from your users, use that information 
to fuel the changes to your design. Keep iterating, testing, and integrating user 
feedback until you’ve fine tuned your solution. This may take a few rounds, but 
don’t get discouraged. With each iteration you’ll learn something new. Once you’ve 
gotten your solution to a point where it’s ready to be used, it’s time to move on to 
the next and final phase.

Phase 6: Implementation - Now that you’ve validated the usefulness of your 
solution with the end-user and gotten your design just right, it’s time to get your 
idea out into the world. If you’re designing software products, apps, or websites, 
go back to Phase 1 and repeat this process. With each new update that you 
implement, continue to observe your users, design for them, and use their feedback 
to direct your future solutions.*

*found at ideo.com
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Regardless of your industry or market niche, Designworks 
believes the first meaningful step that a prospective 
customer takes is to visit an organization’s website. For 
that reason, we have perfected a flagship web design 
process that will help build a foundational hub for all other 
aspects of the marketing mix.

Phase 1: Design Phase - Using a variety of evaluation methods that include 
questionnaires, stakeholder one-on-ones, and workshops, our goal is to pinpoint 
your targeted personas and their respective needs through the customer journey

We uncover the unique aspects of your brand to bring that out as we define the 
customer journey and the subsequent high-level messaging

We define the information architecture and design the layout, structure, and style 
to be the foundation for the project
We provide schematics as well as branded design comps for the most critical 
pages of the site

All of the aforementioned steps are outlined within a project 
specification document in both business and technical terms, and that document 
then becomes the statement of work for the development phase of the website 
project

Phase 2: Development Phase - Using the specification document developed in the 
Design Phase, our skilled content strategists and front and back-end developers 
bring your website to life*

*found at designworks.com

2. DesignWorks

Assignment Explore IntroductionDesign Process
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Frog Design’s 3 D’s Discover, Design Deliver has been 
replaced with Explore, Converge, Support, indicating a 
focus on more than just finite projects or products but an 
ongoing relationship with their clients well after delivery 
date.

3. Frog

Assignment Explore IntroductionDesign Process



Phase 1: Discover - Analysis Becomes Insight - Through intensive 
design research and strategic analysis, Frog gains insight into 
customers, competitors, client brand, and key opportunities. 
Discover inspires and guides Design and Deliver.

Phase 2: Design - Here is where we produce a range of design 
approaches and concepts to more fully address the client’s 
challenge. The concepts are reviewed, tested, refined, and crafted 
into a focused design direction.

Phase 3: Deliver - In this phase we specify, document, and deliver 
project details to the client for implementation, or we get involved 
directly in the production process-- both guarantee the accurate 
translation of ideas into reality.*

*found at frog.com
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ARIS Design Process: D3
Introduction | Design Process

DISCOVER DESIGN DELIVER

DISCOVER
Identify the issue

Research: statistics, personas, 
existing solutions

DESIGN
Designing prototypes

Testing a product for a 
final intervention

Assignment: Explore IntroductionDesign Process



During the DISCOVER phase our team focuses on identifying the problems 
and pain points of a system. Through thorough research we expose key 
leverage points that will allow for design intervention.
 
In the DESIGN phase we create innovative product & service solutions that 
directly address the acknowledged issues. Our designs go through multiple 
stages of prototyping before delivery
 
Ultimately in the DELIVER phase we purposefully implement our solutions 
to produce feasible results for all stakeholders. Afterwards we set specific 
revision goals to ensure the impact and long-term value of our projects.

DISCOVER DESIGN DELIVER

DELIVER
Planning distribution strategies
Building up golals
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Global Issues
Discover | Brainstorming

Assignment Explore Brainstorming Discover
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The number of displaced people in the world hit a record 
high in 2017. As of now, one in every 113 people on 
the planet is a refugee. Around the world, someone 
is displaced every three seconds, forced to leave their 
homes by violence, war and persecution. 

By the end of 2016, the number of displaced people had 
risen to 65.6 million - which is nearly the population of 
France.

THE REFUGEE CHRISIS

The amount of money and resources spent by tech 
giants on online marketing, targeting and advertising 
have reached formerly unknown heights. The market 
for buying and selling consumer data reached $49 
billion in 2018 and is supposed to double by 2026. After 
recent events involving the biggest tech companies in the 
world the public seems shocked on the lack of privacy 
and ownership of their data on search engines and social 
media.

CONSUMER ONLINE PRIVACY

The United States Government spends up to $590 billion 
on defense and military, in comparison to only $70 billion 
spent on education each year. 

While our team has a very diverse background, we all 
sought higher education in the United States. This is why 
our team decided to research the broad field of education 
in the U.S. to identify leverage points to make it easier for 
others.

GLOBALIZED EDUCATION

Top 3 Topics Choices
Discover | Brainstorming

Assignment Explore DiscoverBrainstorming
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GLOBALIZED 
EDUCATION

After much consideration, the 
team decided to further 
explore the topic of 
globalizing education in the 
United States. We felt that our 
diverse educational
backgrounds would aid us 
in identifying viable leverage 
points and furthermore 
provide valuable insights on 
addressing them. 

Our team has educational 
experiences on three 
continents, in a variety of 
different educational institutes 
and systems. All our 
differences have ultimately led 
us on the same path of 
higher education and hence 
we decided to choose the U.S. 
educational landscape as our 
target topic.
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Research is an intigral part of 
the first phase of our design 
process. We believe in the 
importance of familiarizing 
ourselves not only with the 
project at hand, but its context. 
We spend time getting to 
know the history behind the 
project and current attempts at 
solutions. This helps us better 
understand what works and 
what doesnt, so we can improve 
and move forward.

Research
Discover 

Assignment Explore Research Discover



TITLE

Ro vel et es dolupture voluptaquis et dionest quunt, tor accaborro totae 
nonsed quae ratinveles di unt eossitio blabo. Aborectur, illacerum ratures 
dolorit quost, ut as dolo que nostia nem quatum, sitiae quiatio nsequiatae 
num eiur aliquisciet et atiscius sinit ut aut que cus nat.
Erchit dolecep udipsam que ni omnistia natio to explicit ex esequid enimus 
ma nos et occum qui occusdae. Itatiore pro quas evera nam, conemo-
luptat hictem velicia nobis estium inis aut qui reprat aut que labo. Coria
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1600 1700 1800

DAME SCHOOLS
Early form of Elementary 

School. Taught by 
women (Dames) in 

their household.

LOCAL SCHOOLS
Taught basic skills and 
religion. Open to those 
who could afford it.

ITINERANT SCHOOLS
Schooling carried 

from one village to 
another.

PRIVATE SCHOOLS
Parents paid for 

quality of education. 
Curriculum varied.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR SCHOOLS
Allowed females. Practical 

studies prepared students for 
business careers.

LATIN GRAMMAR 
SCHOOLS

Prepared wealthy 
young men for college. 
Emphasized classical 

curriculum.

ACADEMIES
Developed by Benjamin 

Franklin. Combined Latin and 
English grammar schools. 

Prepared for both college 
and business careers.

History of Education
Discover | Research | Timeline
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20001900

COMMON SCHOOLS
Early Public Schools  

developed  by  Horace Mann. 
Free to all social classes.

COMMITTEE OF 10
Committee of  Professors 

that developed the 
policies of high school.

PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION
Developed by John Dewey. 

Humans learn best through 
real life activities. Focus 

on developing skills of the 
individual.

A NATION AT RISK
Inadequate rigor of U.S. 

education, lack of educational 
progress - delayed adaption to 
development of technology or 
development past WWII ideals. 

WORLD WAR II
Educational system’s cirriculum 
adapts to produce for needs of 
society. Focus on industrial, 
medical & teaching careers 

and vocations. 

SUMMARY:
Education has greatly changed 

over time. Slowly, as a society we 
have progressed and developed  
a better, more inclusive system. 

However, we can see this 
progression ceased after WWII.
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Education Statistics
Discover | Research | Statistics

Top Destinations of U.S Study Abroad Students, 
2014/15 & 2015/16

Assignment Explore Research Discover



Total Number of Students Going Abroad, 2015/16

Number of United States Residents Travelling 
Overseas from 2002 to 2016 (in millions)

23,125 325,339vs
For Non-Credit Work, 

Internships, and 
Volunteering Abroad

For Academic Credit
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Independent Abroad Experience
In ordert ogain a better understanding of what students think about going abroad, 
we conducted research by distributing a survey to high school students. We 
wanted to find out what barriers are keeping students from going abroad. The 
results of our survey are as follows.

Discover | Research | Survey

76
RESPONSES

20
DAYS

10
QUESTIONS

Questions

Have you had an independent abroad experience?

If no, was there an opportunity to go abroad?

If there was opportunity and you did not go, what was the reason?

If yes, for what purposes did you go abroad?

If yes, when did you go?

Did anyone help you with your preparation to go abroad?

Do you think your experience abroad is valuable to you?

If yes, what did you gain from the international experience?

What were the biggest challenges you faced while being abroad?

Any other comments regarding your experience abroad?

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7

Q8

Q9

Q10

Assignment Explore DiscoverResearch



Key Insights

Have you had an independent abroad experience?

42  YES NO  33

Q1

If there was opportunity and you did not go, what was the 
reason ?

COST

OVERWHELMED BY UNKNOWN

51.22%

25.58%

Other Reasons: Lack of infromation, Safety, Lack of parental/guardian 
support, lack of time and etc. 

Q3

24%72%
During the college The gap year after the high 

school graduation

When did you go?Q5
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Q6 Did anyone help you with your preparation to go abroad?

35% of respondents said No
20% of respondents each said School, Friends and Family

Q8 What did you gain from the international experience?

Cultural understanding
Better skills for career goals “Life long friendships!”

Confidence/Maturity “Languages”

“A better view on the world around me” “so many options for life.” 

“A wider perception of what was available to me/life options” 

Assignment: Explore Research Discover
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Q9 What were the biggest challenges you faced while being 
abroad?

COMMUNICATION ISSUES

BUDGET

DAILY LIFE

48.94%

40.43%

31.91%

Greatest education comes from traveling.

 I realized I am capable of accomplishing a lot 
through testing myself living abroad.

Any other comments regarding your experience abroad?Q10

I studied abroad in Tokyo as a junior in university, it com-
pletely changed my view on the world and my work eth-
ics changed the most. I wanted to pursue a career in japan 
so after graduating I went back. I never believed I was ca-
pable of learning so much but in 3 years I’ve been able to 
master the Japanese language and build a life by myself in 
a foreign country. I realized I am capable of accomplishing 
a lot through testing myself living abroad.

51ARIS Design



Discover | Research | Interview

Student Interview

Junior 
Calvary Christian High School

MADI DOLETZKY

Senior 
Palm Harbor High School

JC CARLSON

Assignment Explore Step name Process name



Senior  
Orange High School

JESSIE HAYES

Senior 
Palm Harbor High School

JC CARLSON
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Ratenimet re pellandebis minvell 
acerovit ut ea volupta delibusam 
fugitatas etusam fuga. Epeliqu 
odipsunt aut asperio ipsapelit, vol-
ores tiatectore natur am, voloreius 
doluptat.
Ped quod quo et ulpa con pro inciis 
nim dolorun tureptat volendaes 
doloruptat.
Uptat et quianiae doloris numqui 
totatem eatatis ut faccum volore 
omnis dio. Nem quas as ut plic-
tor ectiorio officaborit am faccae 
aut doluptas est, nis aruntis num 
quostotaspid modit venitat iisqui 
ipsanisquos doluptatur?

Madi Doletzky

Discover | Research | Interveiw |
Student

Age: 16

Grade: 11th

High School: Calvary Christian 

City: Clearwater FL

Assignment Explore DiscoverResearch



How do you think studying abroad could be valuable to 
students?

“Studying abroad would help students by showing them 
how others live and giving them a deeper and broader 
world view and making their eyes more open to things. It 
would help me learn more about the world’s history and 
teach me about how others live. It would also help me to 
be more accepting of others beliefs.”

Which constraints might keep you from studying abroad?

“I might not study abroad should the cost be too high 
or the trip too long. I wouldn’t want to be away from 
my family and friends for too long. I am not sure how 
expensive it would be, but I am guessing it would be 
pretty expensive and that could be a problem.”

Do you believe there is any stigma about taking time 
off to travel (gap year)? If so, what do people in your 
community generally think about it?

“As far as a gap year goes, I don’t think people would look 
down on me in my community if I took a gap year… I 
personally wouldn’t take one because I believe I wouldn’t 
go back to school if I did.”

Q1

Q2

Q3

Key Insights
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Ratenimet re pellandebis minvell 
acerovit ut ea volupta delibusam 
fugitatas etusam fuga. Epeliqu 
odipsunt aut asperio ipsapelit, vol-
ores tiatectore natur am, voloreius 
doluptat.
Ped quod quo et ulpa con pro inciis 
nim dolorun tureptat volendaes 
doloruptat.
Uptat et quianiae doloris numqui 
totatem eatatis ut faccum volore 
omnis dio. Nem quas as ut plic-
tor ectiorio officaborit am faccae 
aut doluptas est, nis aruntis num 
quostotaspid modit venitat iisqui 
ipsanisquos doluptatur?

Jc Carlson

Discover | Research | Interveiw |
Student

Age: 18

Grade: 12th

High School: Palm Harbor

City: Palm Harborm, FL

Assignment Explore Research Discover



Have you ever considered studying abroad? Why or why 
not?

I have never really considered studying abroad 
before as it was never a factor in my plan for continued 
education. Not many of my friends, family or teachers 
have mentioned it or experienced it.

Which factors would contribute to your decision to study 
abroad?

For me, the decision to study abroad would depend on 
where and how long. I don’t like being away from home 
and my family for too long so that would be a big factor. 

Do you believe that there are ingrained beliefs about 
studying abroad?

I believe that there are not necessarily ingrained beliefs 
about studying abroad, apart from an understanding 
that it’s an expensive cool opportunity. 

Which are the biggest challenges for students going 
abroad?

The biggest challenges I might face in studying abroad 
would be the language barrier, not knowing where 
anything is, difference in mannerisms like driving on 
different side of the road

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Key Insights
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Ratenimet re pellandebis minvell 
acerovit ut ea volupta delibusam 
fugitatas etusam fuga. Epeliqu 
odipsunt aut asperio ipsapelit, vol-
ores tiatectore natur am, voloreius 
doluptat.
Ped quod quo et ulpa con pro inciis 
nim dolorun tureptat volendaes 
doloruptat.
Uptat et quianiae doloris numqui 
totatem eatatis ut faccum volore 
omnis dio. Nem quas as ut plic-
tor ectiorio officaborit am faccae 
aut doluptas est, nis aruntis num 
quostotaspid modit venitat iisqui 
ipsanisquos doluptatur?

Jessie Hayes

Discover | Research | Interveiw |
Student

Age: 18

Grade: 12th

High School: Orange

City: Pepper Pike, OH

Assignment Explore DiscoverResearch



Why might students prefer not to study abroad?

I would never pass up the opportunity to study abroad, 
because I love traveling and experiencing different cultures. 
Although, I know many that would not want to study abroad 
because they would miss the familiarity and comfort 
that being near home provides.I think studying abroad is 
an underutilized opportunity because many do not fully 
understand the benefits.

How might an experiential abroad experience educate 
students?

Study abroad can benefit classroom learning because 
different countries excel in different subjects and teaching 
styles around the world and they vary so much, but there are 
also many important life lessons to be learned. Study abroad 
forces independent growth and motivation that is necessary 
in later stages of life. The fact that students are away from 
parents and that which they are familiar with forces them to 
learn to adapt and handle situations for themselves which is a 
skill they will need immediately after graduation.

How might going abroad help you as a person?

I think any situation that forces me to be independent and out 
of my comfort zone helps me grow as a person and develop 
into a beneficial member to society.

Q1

Q2

Q3

Key Insights
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Discover | Research | Interveiw
Expert Interviews

MEGAN PETRONSKY

COLLEGE COUNSELOR/ 
GRADE 12 COUNSELOR

ORANGE HIGH SCHOOL 

Assignment Explore Research Discover



BRADLEY HEIKES

STUDENT SUCCESS ADVISOR
 

THE NEW SCHOOL 
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Megan Petronsky

Discover | Research | Interveiw |
Expert

Title:  College Counselor/ 
  Grade 12 Counselor 

School: Orange High School

Experience: 6 Years

Assignment Explore DiscoverResearch



What might be the greatest concerns regarding taking a 
gap year for students or parents/guardians?

“Many at Orange think you have to go to college 
directly out of high school, so the concern is whether 
or not they think a Gap Year is something that is right for 
them.”

What are the main challenges students face if they 
decide to go abroad?

“Feeling disconnected from home school, course credit 
problems, maybe.”

How can we inform students of opportunities to 
participate in exchange or gap year programmes more 
effectively?

“Coming up with a comprehensive list of Gap Year 
Programs available with contact information, deadlines, 
cost, scholarships”

Do you have any other thoughts or ideas regarding this 
topic?

“A Gap Year can be excellent for a college-ready student 
who wishes to defer admission in order to gain a more 
global perspective and to give back.  in this scenario, a 
Gap Year works really well.”

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Key Insights
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Bradley Heikes

Discover | Research | Interveiw |
Expert

Title:  Student Success Advisor

School: The New School 

Assignment Explore Research Discover



What are the main challenges the students face?

“First of all students have a lot of questions about how 
an exchange term could impact them financially. 
These questions are evolving around the topic of tuition 
and living costs, and students tend to generally have a 
bias beforehand that it is likely not attainable for them. 
Furthermore there is the fear of the unknown that many 
students struggle with, for a significant portion it can be 
their first international experience.”

What are the main advantages students have by 
studying abroad?

“We can see a slight overall improvement of academic 
performances from students that return from study 
abroad programs, additionally many students feel that 
they improve on their self-reliance and intercultural 
skills. Further it seems that employees highly value 
students with international experiences.”

Hi my name is Brad Heikes. I have been an academic and 
career advisor at The New School for nearly two years now. I 
often advise students about all possibilities of going abroad 
and doing exchange terms during their time at The New 
School.

Q1

Q2

Key Insights
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Discover | Research

Case Study

Assignment Explore Step name Process name
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Study Abroad Programs give you the opportunity to experience the world as 
your classroom. Rather than picking things up from books and the Internet, 
navigating a new landscape may open your eyes to culture, history, a new 
language or your heritage. Studying Abroad opens the door to personal 
growth and discovery too. As you learn to say ‘hello’ in a foreign language, 
make friends, eat exciting new foods, it is bound to boost your confidence, 
teach you self-reliance and stretch the parameters of your comfort zone.

StudyAbroad.com
Discover | Research | Case Study

Assignment Explore Research Discover



StudyAbroad.com is a site which is a nonstop shop for students   
searching for abroad experience. It is a search engine which finds  
study abroad, intern abroad, volunteer abroad, teach abroad, intensive 
language study, full degree abroad. StudyAbroad.com has a way to search 
for Study Abroad Programs by level, type and country.

This site also offers a resource information section on financial aid among 
other information information users may needs on the Blog, or the Study 
Abroad Scholarships section. 

It works as a search engine. Each section has further specificities such as 
program types, degree types, country, term, and specialty. The results then 
show the abroad program listings according to section of search. 

The main issue with this site is the user design. The site is very confusing, 
with no filter system. The drop down menus allow for sectional searches, 
but not several filters at a time. Furthermore, although providing insider in-
formation on the blog, the site does not provide easy user apps and guides 
while abroad, nor broader financial aid selections through things like spon-
sorship.

This site does not solve the main overwhelmed feeling that students find 
when it comes to going abroad as the website is overwhelming on it’s own. It 
also does not provide practical solutions for students while abroad. Further-
more, by not allowing for a clear financial aid solution for students, it does 
not solve the main issue we have found through our primary research, which 
is financial concern. 

Key Insights

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)
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NAFSA
Discover | Research | Case Study

NAFSA: Association of International Educators is the world’s largest nonprofit 
association dedicated to international education and exchange. NAFSA’s 
10,000 members are located at more than 3,500 institutions worldwide, in over 
150 countries.

Assignment Explore DiscoverResearch



NAFSA works to support the dedicated individuals who have made 
international education their career. It aims to support and educate 
professionals to further help students gain an understanding of the global 
world.

NAFSA offers Diversity Programs, Global Learning Programs, a connection 
option to connect with the program and the regions it works with.

The Higher Education Act (HEA) of 1992 mandated that a student can receive 
financial aid for the costs of studying abroad if the student is enrolled in a 
program approved by the home institution. Moreover, the student would be 
eligible to receive “grants, loans, or work assistance without regard to whether 
the study abroad program is required as a part of the student’s degree.” 
Therefore, NAFSA directs students with questions about the cost of studying 
abroad by serving as a form of information for administrators to best support 
their students.

This program is useful for teachers and administration who aim to integrate 
global education and foster a school with abroad options who seek information 
on how to do so. 

This program is an essential aspect of our project, which also aims to spread 
the word about global, experiential education to school administration and 
eventually break the stigma and current further education norms in the U.S. 
We aim to reach out to schools and teachers in order to create exposure. This 
site is a great resource for those teachers, but, does not integrate itself into 
current high schools. 

Key Insights

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)
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Erasmus+
Discover | Research | Case Study

Erasmus+ is the EU’s programme to support education, training, youth and 
sport in Europe in the fields of education, training, youth and sport for the 
period 2014-2020.

Assignment Explore DiscoverResearch



Education, training, youth and sport can make a major contribution to help 
tackle socio-economic changes, the key challenges that Europe will be facing 
until the end of the decade and to support the implementation of the European 
policy agenda for growth, jobs, equity and social inclusion.

Too many young people leave school prematurely running a high risk of being 
unemployed and socially marginalised. The same risk threatens many adults 
with low skills.

The Programme supports actions, cooperation and tools consistent with the 
objectives of the Europe 2020 Strategy and its flagship initiatives, such as Youth 
on the Move and the Agenda for new skills and jobs. The Programme also 
contributes to achieve the objectives of the Education and Training Strategic 
Framework for European cooperation in Education and Training and of the 
European Youth Strategy through the Open Methods of Coordination.

Erasmus+ is an effective instrument to promote the inclusion of people with 
disadvantaged backgrounds, including newly arrived migrants.

Erasmus+ is a program in the UK which effectively uses taxpayer money to 
education of youth. It is a program which facilitates the education of youth in 
the UK and believes that in result, will aid the betterment of the society.

Key Insights

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)
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MARY
High School Student

Discover 
Persona

Main Issue:
No Support from her Parents

Main Issue:
Lack of Information

ALLIANNE
High School Student

DiscoverPersonaAssignment Explore



Main Issue:
Lack of Information

ALLIANNE
High School Student

Main Issue:
Financial Conflicts

TYLER
College Student
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Mary

Discover | Persona

Madi dreams to study abroad but must 
convince her parents.

They believe she should go straight to 
state school in order to keep on track.

Madi finds online programs overwhelming 
and unclear as there are so many online 
yet cannot get help from her guidance 
counselor.

Main Issue:
No Support from her Parents

Assignment Explore Persona Discover



Background:

Madi has never been out of the country. In her small town, not many 
people have. She dreams of seeing amazing places and experiencing 
different cultures. She goes to high school now, but wants to make her 
abroad experience happen. 

Goals:

Madi’s goal is to finish high school with good grades. She’s never been 
amazing in school, but her priorities lie in spending time with friends 
and making memories. This is why she wishes to go abroad. Her goal is 
to find a way to experience a new place with friends. If she can do that 
while supplementing her education, it would be a win win for her and her 
parents.

Beliefs:

Madi believes that different cultures and experiences can teach her more 
than traditional academics. She learns by experience. However, she must 
figure out a way to get her parents on board, as they believe her dream 
is unreasonable. They believe that she needs to go straight to college 
in order to keep her life on track and not be behind from all of her friends. 
Her state school provides a great education and they believe she must go 
straight there. 

Day in the Life:

Madi wakes up early to make it to school to talk to her friends before the 
classes start. She stops by her guidance counselors office to find that it 
is empty. She’s been trying to meet with her for weeks now, but she has 
been out of town. Their schedules don’t seem to align. During class she 
keeps her laptop open, pretending she is taking notes. In reality she is 
looking up programs to study abroad. She finds many, but things seem 
overwhelming. She is unsure of how she can pitch this to her parents as 
they are set on her being on track to state college right after graduation. 
They say she can travel when she is older, but she believes that if she 
doesn’t study abroad now, she never will. At dinner she presents the 
programs to her parents with a promise to continue school afterward. 
They do not see how credits could count toward her degree and find the 
entire thing unreasonable.
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Allianne

Discover | Persona

Allianne has no exposure or information 
about study abroad options leads to no 
desire to do so

No exposure in school means no peers 
are interested in it either, as she aims 
to fit in, she is unlikely to search options 
herself.

Main Issue:
Lack of Information

Assignment Explore DiscoverPersona



Background:

Allianne is a high school student. She comes from a conservative family in 
Georgia. Her parents give her a curfew of 8 PM. None of her friends have 
been out of the country and neither has she. Her school does not offer 
a study abroad program nor give her any information regarding this. 
Frankly, she has no interest as she has never heard of such a thing. 

Goals:

Allianne’s goal is to continue getting straight A’s at school. She also is 
aiming at being the captain of her soccer team this season. She has yet 
to explore college options as she is only a sophomore in high school. She 
believes she will get a degree in psychology at the University of Georgia or 
a comparable school in-state where her friends, family and boyfriend 
are nearby.

Beliefs:

Allianne believes that immediately after highschool it is important to 
go to a good college. She believes it is important to graduate with good 
grades. She believes that anyone who doesn’t go to school right away is 
more likely to never go to college.

Day in the Life:

Allianne wakes up early to get to school on time. She just got her license 
and a car from her parents, which she is really excited about. She loves the 
independence it gives her. She arrives to school on time and participates 
in all of the class discussions. She feels that she has a lot of potential and 
is smart. She loves spending time with her friends at lunch but hopes to 
fit in with them. After school she goes to soccer practice. She then goes 
home and does homework until it’s finished, then goes to bed. She never 
explores anything like studying abroad or other cultures as she is 
immersed in her own goals and her own culture right now. 
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Tyler

Discover | Persona

Tyler has to pay for his abroad experi-
ence himself.

He can not find scholarships which work 
for him to go abroad.

Main Issue:
Financial Conflicts

Assignment Explore DiscoverPersona



Background:

Tyler is a college student. He goes to a state university in Florida and is 
a Freshman. He went to the university straight from his high school 
because he thought that was the only option he had at that time. He is 
currently receiving a full scholarship from his school. However, he is not 
interested in the program that he is in. He had to chose this major just 
because his parents and his counselor recommended for him. He wants 
to find what he really likes. Often time, he thinks that he learns from 
meeting new and diverse people by listening to their experiences. Tyler is 
ready to go abroad and explore. He has left the country several times, 
but not for long enough to be immersed in the culture or find his real 
interest like he wishes. 

Goals:

Tyler’s goal is to make enough money to go abroad. His parents help him 
while he is in school, but it is his responsibility to make money for extra 
things. It’s tough but he wants to make it work.

Beliefs:

Tyler believes that the French culture is amazing. He saw a fashion show 
in the TV show and he wants to know more about the fashion world. He 
would love to study it in Paris, where he believes is the center of Fashion. 
He believes that this experience will help him to see the clear view on 
what he really loves to do and give him a competitive advantage when 
it is time to apply for jobs.

Day in the Life:

Tyler wakes up to go to class each morning. He carefully budgets his 
money for the week. He works as a server in an American cuisine but only 
for two days a week since he has to go to school everyday. He researches 
study abroad programs in his spare time. He meets with his school advisor 
to see whether the curriculum could correlate. He finds that it can. He had 
found a program that works, but simply cannot afford it. He searches 
scholarships, but is overwhelmed with the selections he finds, finding 
that all of them do not apply to him.  
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Problem Statement
Discover | Consensus

As university students coming together from a variety of cultural 
backgrounds, the ARIS Design team discovered a great difference between 
the primary educational system of the U.S. compared to other cultures. 

Specifically, there is a lack of students with international experiences in 
the U.S. compared to other countries. American students do not seem 
to consider an education experience outside of  the American education 
systems. 

Assignment Explore DiscoverConsensus



We found that 51% of the students surveyed did not study abroad due 
to financial constraints and 24% were simply overwhelmed by 
the unknown. Furthermore, 48% faced fears of communication issues 
while abroad and 31% were concerned about experiencing daily life in an 
unfamiliar place.

Several attempts to address this issue include Studyabroad.com, ISA 
(International Study Abroad), X and several others. Studyabroad.com is 
based out of the UK, however a majority of the site’s visitors are in the 
United States. This is likely due to an inadequate alternate site catering 
to the needs of American students. ISA like many other study abroad 
companies, offers study abroad while enrolled in a university, and their 
programs are strictly academic. Although international scholarships and 
work opportunities are listed, there are highly limited resources for students. 
Other companies that promote education abroad exist but each site is 
dedicated to a very specific experience without much information about 
providing students with the tools needed to explore and educate themselves. 

There is a need for a paradigm shift in international educational experiences 
for high school students. 

Assignment: Explore, will be a guardian to empower students before, 
while and after their international experiences as a multi-platform system 
consisting of a website, an app and a social media presence that will 
provide guidance and clear steps to enter into the rewarding world of 
international educational experiences.
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Patus, Pali, dius et; hos, vo, sentrae, nos abem, 
quam a vid nonloca tabunt? in su quo tem 
vastra dum hos, nonlostis bonsum, que i

As a brand which believes in the value of cultural diversity, 
we chose shades which are colorful--like different 
cultures, people and beliefs-- while being muted and 
aesthetically pleasing. The name Assignment: Explore 
highlights the value we find in experience as a form of 
education. We find that through exploring other cultures, 
individuals actually learn more about the world and 
themselves, more so than any other form of traditional 
education. 

Our Brand
Design | Branding

Assignment Explore Branding Design
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Mission Statement 
Design | Branding

Assignment Explore Branding Design



Our Mission

/

Assignment Explore is a venture by ARIS 
Design to facilitate the gap year abroad 
experience for students. We believe 
that the gap year abroad experience 
teaches students values which are vital 
for their overall growth. We believe that 
through the experience of new cultures, 
individuals can open their minds 
and become more well rounded, and 
ultimately more accepting of different 
ways of thinking, believing and doing. 
ARIS Design affirms that through 
the facilitation, and diminishing of 
misconceptions and bias regarding 
experiential education. Assignment 
Explore will ultimately create a better, 
more open-minded and educated 
world.

*Gap Year: In between high school and 
college years
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The immediate goal of Assignment Explore is t ochange the way students view 
their education, by giving them the power to take their learning into their own 
hands. We want to act as a facilitator in the education abroad experience by 
providing the tools students, parents/guardians, and educators need to turn the 
world into a classroom. From programme matching to scholarship searches, 
transportation info to culture tips, our website houses everything you need to 
plan your time abroad. Our Assignment Abroad app will then equip students with 
information to help guide students through their travels.

Active
Design | Branding | Goals

Assignment Explore Branding Design



Passive
The ultimate goal of Assignment Explore is to have an 
impact on awareness. We aim to create a common 
understanding of the benefits of a global education. 
Furthermore, we hope to destigmitize the concept of a gap 
year and diminish misconceptions about multicultural 
experiences. At Assignment Abroad, we believe that 
therough experiential global education, students will not 
only become more well-rounded and globally aware, they 
will also gain a better understanding of themselves and an 
openness toward others and the unknown.
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Design 
Overview of Interventions

assignmentexplore.com

WEBSITE

@assignmentexplore

INSTAGRAM

Assignment Explore DesignInterventions



@assignmentexplore

INSTAGRAM

Assignment Explore

APP

Assignment Explore
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Brainstorming
Design | Prototype

Assignment Explore Prototyping Design
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Design | Prototyping
Website

1. Brainstorming

Assignment Explore Prototyping Design



Officiunt, esti 
dellent.

/

2. Website Prototype
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Design | Prototyping
Website

Assignment Explore Prototyping Design



Officiunt, esti 
dellent.

/
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Design | Prototyping | Website
Feedbacks

We let people to browse through our website and asked to pro-
vide feedbacks on it.

Assignment Explore Prototyping Design



“The website design itself is very 
dull so you might want to make 
it more simple and designy for 
students to be interested in” 
Sam, 21

“You need more filteration 
systems. Also, if you have your 
social media account, you should 
definately link it to your website 
somehow.” 
Sophie, 24

“I wish I had something like that 
when I was in high school”
Mark, 23

/

Outcome

The website building tool that we used 

did not provide a filteration-of-a-list 

system. So we had to find another way 

of building our website. Also, we fig-

ured that we need more filters to fullfill 

more people’s need. Also, our website 

didn’t have a connection to our social 

media accounts so we chose to directly 

put them into our new website’s home-

page so people can see it clearly.

Insights:
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Design | Prototyping
Instagram

Assignment Explore Prototyping Design



Officiunt, esti 
dellent.

/

Feedback

“Photos are very inspiring. I would like more personal connections 
though.” 
Sam, 21

“Story telling is lacking in the feed. You might wanna consider 
getting more exciting stories.” 
Sophie, 24

Outcome

Our Instagram was built with our working title so everything from 
logo to the name has to be changed. A lot of people suggested us 
to feature more storeis from real people to increase a personal 
connection between our instagram and followers. 
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Design | Prototyping
APP

Assignment Explore Prototyping Design



Officiunt, esti 
dellent.

/

Feedback

“ I like the design of the app, however I feel it needs more 
functions.”
Karl, 23

“ It would be nice to be able to access some of the save 
data offline.”
Daniela, 22

Outcome

After revising the feedback and further brainstorming the 
app it was clear that more functions and content would 
be needed to achieve the desired usability.
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Design | Final Intervention |
Website

Home Page

Features:

1. Our adventurous cover photo
2. Statistics to show our 
popularity and effectivity
3. Our most favored instagram 
photos
4. Key attractiveness of our app
5. Link to our Social Medias 
6. List of medias talked about our 
programs

Assignment Explore Final Intervention Design
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Design | Final Intervention |
Website

About Page

Event Page

Features:

1. Our belief
2. Our mission statement 

Features:

1. Current event: collaboration 
with Norwegian Airline for 1+1 air 
ticket event
2. Our previous events

Assignment Explore Final Intervention Design
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Design | Final Intervention |
Website

Scholarship Page

Information Page

Features:

1. List of Scholarships
2. Filteration features
3. Comparison features

Features:

1. Information like checklist
2. Articles like ‘Meet the Alumni’

Assignment Explore Final Intervention Design
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Design | Final Intervention |
APP

Lock Screen

Emergency Info

On the lock screen you have 
the option to display your 
emergency information and 
most important documents a 
swipe away.

In case you are not able to 
unlock your phone, others could 
access selected information.

The emergency info contains 
can be used to display one’s 
relevant medical information 
and emergency contacts.

Assignment Explore

Assignment Explore Final Intervention Design



Assignment Explore

9:41

Display on lock screen

Emergency Info

9:41
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Sign-up/ Sign-in

Navigation

You can sign-up/ sign-in for 
assignment explore using your 
social media accounts.

In the navigation menu one can 
find all the main functions of the 
Assignment Explore app.

Sign up with

Username

Username

Email

Email

Password

Password

Confirm password

Confirm password

Sign up

Sign Up
Sign In

9:41

Design | Final Intervention |
APP

Assignment Explore Final Intervention Design



Sign In

9:41

Home

Top 10

Documents

Converter

SOS

Emergency Info

Settings

Logout

9:41
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Homepage

Locator Page

Documents

On the homepage one can 
access all the different functions 
of the application, as well 
as download a package of 
essentials for offline use. This 
package can contain your most 
important documents, local 
emergency numbers and local 
maps.

On this page you can either 
choose to be located or search 
for a country of your choice.

The documents section offers  
the opportunity to shot-
scan one’s most important 
documents.You can choose 
to display them on your lock 
screen.

Design | Final Intervention |
APP

Top 10 Documents

Emergency Info

Converter

9:41

Settings

Hi Alexander

Download Essentials

Assignment Explore Final Intervention Design



Where are you?

9:41

Are you in Japan?

Passport

Documents

9:41

Display on lock screen
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Converter

SOS

The converter function can be 
used to convert currencies, 
lengths and volumes.

In the SOS section you can find 
local emergency numbers, that 
you can add to your contacts, as 
well as find a map that indicates 
places of emergency support.

Design | Final Intervention |
APP

Converter

9:41
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Converter

9:41

SOS

9:41

Add to contacts

110

119

118

Police

Fire & Ambulance

Coast Guard

Japan
Police near me

Where do you want to go?
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Design | Final Intervention |
Instagram

Assignment Explore aims to 
create a strong social media 
presence.

Through Instagram we want 
to create a community of 
inspiration and exchange.

We will partner with social 
media influencers that represent 
the global citizen lifestyle to 
generate traffic for all our 
interventions.

The posts on our Instagram will 
include storytelling by people 
with abroad experiences, 
inspirational photos and funny 
created content.

Assignment Explore Final Intervention Design
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System Map for our Intervention
Deliver
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Influencer

We are planning to 
collaborate with influencers to 
increase the awareness among 
users on social media. Our first 
focus is to collaborate with 
Louis Cole who is a very popular 
vlogger on Instagram. We will 
share posts and tags to promote 
outreach for both parties.

Deliver
Distribution Strategy

Assignment: Explore Distribution Strategy Deliver
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